In this paper, we report a performance gap between a schedule with small makespan on the task scheduling model and the corresponding parallel program on distributed memory parallel machines. The main reason of the gap is the software overhead in the interprocessor communication. Therefore, speedup ratios of schedules on the model do not approximate well to those of parallel programs on the machines. The purpose of the paper is to get a task scheduling algorithm that generates a schedule with good approximation to the corresponding parallel program and with small makespan. For this purpose, we propose algorithm BCSH that generates only bulk synchronous schedules. In those schedules, no-communication phases and communication phases appear alternately. All interprocessor communications are done only in the latter phases, and thus the corresponding parallel programs can make better use of the message packaging technique easily. It reduces many software overheads of messages from a source processor to the same destination processor to almost one software overhead, and improves the performance of a parallel program significantly. Finally, we show some experimental results of performance gaps on BCSH, Kruatrachue's algorithm DSH, and Ahmad et al's algorithm ECPFD . The schedules by DSH and ECPFD are famous for their small makespans, but message packaging can not be effectively applied to the corresponding program. The results show that a bulk synchronous schedule with small makespan has advantages that the gap is small and the corresponding program is a high performance parallel one.
Introduction
Some theoretical models for scheduling tasks in a parallel computation (models, for short) use a weighted DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph). The problem of finding a schedule for a given DAG is formalized as the task scheduling problem. The conventional criterion of a schedule is its makespan. Makespan is the maximum completion time on the model over all tasks in a schedule. The problem of finding a schedule whose makespan is minimum of all the schedules is NP-hard [6] . As heuristic algorithms to generate schedules with small makespan for the NP-hard problem, DSH (Duplication Scheduling Heuristic) [12] , BTDH (Bottom-Up TopDown Duplication Heuristic) [3] , LWB (Lower Bound) [4] , LTCD (Linear Clustering with Task Duplication) [17] , Papadimitriou et al's [16] , CPFD (Critical-Path First Duplication) [1] , ECPFD (Economical CPFD) [1] , Palis et al's [15] , and Agrawal et al's [5] are known.
In this paper, we study task scheduling of a fine grained task graph on distributed memory parallel machines (parallel machines, for short). Schedules of fine grained task graphs which merely have small makespan do not usually become fast parallel programs on parallel machines. For example, Fig. 1 shows the speedup ratio of makespan (annotated as 'makespan') of the schedule generated by DSH and ECPFD and the speedup ratio of the execution time of the parallel program (annotated as 'not packaged') generated from the schedule (the corresponding program, for short). There exist large gaps between these speedup ratios and the corresponding programs are much slower than the sequential program. The cause of the gap is that the model ignores the software overhead in communication. The cause of the wrong performance is fine grained execution and no utilization of message packaging in the corresponding program. The utilization is not effective if we use the existing scheduling algorithms. Our purpose is to get a task scheduling algorithm such that the performance gap between makespan and execution time is small and the corresponding program is fast. Therefore, we evaluate a task scheduling algorithm not only by the makespan of a schedule but also by the execution time of the corresponding program.
In this paper, we first propose a bulk synchronous schedule whose corresponding program can be applied message packaging. Then, we propose a task scheduling algorithm BCSH (Bulk Communication Scheduling Heuristic) that generates only bulk synchronous schedules. The corresponding program of a bulk synchronous schedule is a coarse grained program. Moreover, we experimentally show that our algorithm reduces the gap between the makespan of a schedule and the execution time of the corresponding program and that the corresponding program is a high performance parallel one. 
Related Work
Task duplication [12] refers to the assignment of a task onto several processors to remove communication. As existing duplication based algorithms which use task duplication, DSH, BTDH, LWB, LTCD, Papadimitriou et al's, CPFD, ECPFD, Palis et al's, and Agrawal et al's are known. The above algorithms use task duplication as a technique to reduce makespan. BCSH is one of duplication based algorithms. In contrast to the existing algorithms, BCSH use task duplication to make computations independent among processors with long period. That is, BCSH makes a schedule with long no-communication periods although other algorithms do not make such a schedule in general.
Papadimitriou et al's, LWB, LTCD, CPFD, Palis et al's, Agrawal et al's assume that unlimited number of processors are available. They generate schedules which require many processors even for small task graphs. For example, the literature [1] reported that they require 120 to 300 processors for a task graph with 500 nodes. A task graph with 500 nodes corresponds to an application problem such that the problem size is small to parallelize. In contrast to this, we use task graphs with hundreds of thousands to millions of nodes (See Table 1 ). For these task graphs, the unlimited algorithms require impractically many processors. Current parallel machine has the much less number of processors. As far as we know, only DSH, BTDH, and ECPFD can be specified a number of available processors. So, as algorithms to be compared with our BCSH , we select the first duplication based algorithm DSH and the newer duplication based algorithm ECPFD of the limited algorithms. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of DSH, ECPFD, and BCSH. 
Preliminaries and Notation
A parallel computation is modeled as a task graph [6] . A task graph is represented by a weighted DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) G = (V, E, λ, τ ), where V is a set of nodes, E is a set of directed edges, λ is a function from a node to the weight of the node, and τ is a function from a directed edge to the weight of the edge. We write a directed edge from a node u to a node v as (u, v) . A node in a task graph represents a task in the parallel computation. We write a task represented by a node u as T u . The value λ(u) means that the execution time of T u is λ(u) time units. An edge (u, v) means that the computation of T v needs the result of the computation of T u . The value τ (u, v) means that interprocessor communication delay from the processor p which computes T u to the processor q which computes T v is at most τ (u, v) time units if p is not equal to q. If p and q are identical, no interprocessor communication delay is needed. Thurimella gave the definition of a schedule in the case that λ(v) is equal to a unit time for any v and τ (u, v) is a constant independent of u and v [19] . For general task graphs, we define a schedule as extension of Thurimella's definition as follows. For a given number p of available processors, a schedule S of a task graph G = (V, E, τ, λ) for p is a finite set of triples v, q, t , where v ∈ V , q(1 ≤ q ≤ p) is the index of a processor, and t is the starting time of task T v . A triple v, q, t ∈ S means that the processor q computes the task T v between time t and time t + λ(v). We call t + λ(v) the completion time of the task T v . A schedule which satisfies the following four conditions R1 to R4 is called valid (In the following of this paper, we abbreviate a valid schedule as a schedule.): R1 For each v ∈ V , there is at least one triple v, q, t ∈ S.
R2 There are no two triples
R3 If (u, v) ∈ E and v, q, t ∈ S, then there exists a triple u, q ′ , t ′ ∈ S either with t ′ ≤ t − λ(u) and q = q ′ , or with t
R4 If (u, v) ∈ E and u, q, t ∈ S, then there exists a triple v, q ′ , t ′ ∈ S either with t ′ ≥ t + λ(u) and q = q ′ , or with t
Informally, the above rules can be stated as follows. The rule R1 enforces each task T v to be executed at least once. The rule R2 says that a processor can execute at most one task at any time. The rule R3 states that any task must receive the required data (if exists) before its starting time. The rule R4 prohibits the existence of a task such that its result is not used for any task to be computed. The makespan of S is max{t + λ(v)| v, q, t ∈ S}, which is the completion time of the execution of all the tasks in S on the model. A pair q, t is called an idle slot of S iff there is no triple v, q, t
.) is called a successor node (predecessor node, resp.) of u (v, resp.). A node without a successor (predecessor, resp.) node is called an exit node (entry node, resp.). The length of a path is the sum of weights of nodes on the path. The level level(u) of a node u is the length of the longest path from u to an exit node.
Issues of the Task Scheduling Model

A Gap between Makespan and Running Time
On distributed memory parallel machines, a communication delay consists of three parts, the sending software overhead s for a sender processor to send a message to the network, the hardware overhead h for the network to deliver the message, and the receiving software overhead r for a receiver processor to receive the message from the network. We call s and r the software overhead in a communication.
The hardware overhead can be hidden by overlapping the communication and the other computations, but the software overhead can not be hidden by the overlap because a processor can not compute any task during the processing corresponding to the software overhead. That is, on parallel machines, communication and computation can be only partially overlapped. However, the task scheduling models assume that computation of a task and a communication can be fully overlapped [6] . That is, the models assume that the software overhead in communication is zero or negligible. This causes the gap, described below, between the model and a parallel machine. Fig. 3 illustrates the gap. On the model, the task T 9 can be executed as soon as the execution of the task T 7 is completed, and the communication between T 7 and the task T 6 can fully overlap with the computation of T 9 . However, on parallel machines, T 9 can never be executed as soon as the execution of T 7 is completed because of the sending software overhead for the communication between T 7 and T 6 . On parallel machines, the ratio of a communication delay to the execution time of one processor operation is high. The communication delay is dominated by the software overhead [8, 14] . The literature [14] reported that the cost of the software (hardware, resp.) overhead is 139 to 260 (62 to 112, resp.) µs in the MPI(Message Passing Interface) implementation optimized to reduce the cost of the software overhead on Fujitsu AP1000 [10] (See Section 8.1). The MPI [13] is a defacto standard message passing library available on various platforms. The literature [11] reported that the cost of the software (hardware, resp.) overhead at the OS level on NEC Cenju-3 [8] (See Section 8.1) designed to reduce the cost of the software overhead is 21 (12, resp.) µs (So, the software overhead is much more at the MPI library level). The average execution time of tasks in a fine grained task graph used in Section 8 is 3.1 to 8.6 (0.6 to 0.76, resp.) µs on AP1000 (Cenju-3, resp.). Therefore, the cost of the software overhead is equivalent to the execution time of 15 to 86 (at least 27 to 35, resp.) fine grained tasks on AP1000 (Cenju-3, resp.). This means that in general the model can not well approximate current parallel machines for fine grained task graphs (See Fig. 1 ). Conversely, if we recompute makespan assuming that no task can be computed during the period which corresponds to the software overhead, the recomputed makespan rather well matches the execution time of the corresponding program. For example, 'not packaged' curves in Fig. 1 are reproduced if we assume the cost of the software overhead on AP1000 (Cenju-3, resp.) is 20 (60, resp.) with s = r.
The inclusion of a software overhead in the weight of a node would be wrong approximation since the inclusion means the improper assumption that any software overhead is always needed even if the corresponding communication is an inprocessor communication.
The faster the processor speed is, the smaller the software overhead is. However, the faster processor speed is, the smaller the execution time of a fine grained task is. So, appearance of future faster processors could not be a solution of this problem. A solution of this problem needs that the ratio of the software overhead to the execution time of a fine grained task becomes zero or negligible, which seems to be not easy.
Low Performance of a Corresponding Program
As described in the previous section, the software overhead is not negligible on parallel machines. Therefore, mere counting of the software overhead among makespan does not yield high performance on parallel machines though it reduces the gap between the makespan of a schedule and the execution time of the corresponding program. To get high performance, it is essential to reduce a frequency of the software overhead in the corresponding program. As a programming technique to drop sharply a frequency of the software overhead in a parallel program, message packaging such as message vectorization [2] is known. Message packaging significantly improves the performance of parallel programs. For fine-grained parallel programming, it is well known that message packaging and coarse grained execution are essential in order to get high performance. So, also for a schedule of a fine-grained task graph, they are essential (See Fig. 1 and Section 8.5). However, message packaging can not be effectively applied to the corresponding program if we use the existing task scheduling algorithms (See Table 3 and Section 8.7). since there is no concept of message packaging on the model. 
Our Approach to the Issues
A straightforward approach to tackle the software overhead is to add new parameters, which represent the software overhead, to the model and to redefine the constraint on the starting time of a task in order that message packaging advances the starting times of tasks due to reduction in a frequency of the software overhead. The cost of the software overheads reduced by a packaged message depends on the length of the packaged message. In contrast, our approach described below is simpler than the above straightforward approach.
• Formally we do not add any new parameter to the model but we set the weight of each edge at the same value τ that reflects the communication delay, inclusive of the software overhead, of packaged messages.
• We seek a bulk synchronous schedule, defined in Section 6, with small makespan. Formally a bulk synchronous schedule is a schedule which satisfies the two additional conditions C1 and C2 in Section 6. The condition C1 is the more restrictive form of R3 in Section 3. This corresponds to redefinition of the constraint on the starting time without dependence on the length of a packaged message.
• We apply message packaging to the corresponding program.
That is, formally we retrieve a schedule with small makespan of more constrained schedules than those retrieved by the existing scheduling algorithms. A bulk syn-chronous parallel program [20] is a coarse grained program to which message packaging can be applied [18] . We generate such a schedule so that the corresponding program is a bulk synchronous parallel program. The makespan of a bulk synchronous schedule approximates well the execution time of the corresponding program (See Section 6) although for a general schedule this is not true. The class of bulk synchronous schedules is one of classes of the schedules such that message packaging can be applied to the corresponding program and there is a less gap between the makespan of a schedule and the execution time of the corresponding parallel program. In the current state of our study, we do not know the class of desirable schedules. The class of bulk synchronous schedules is no more than one of the subclasses of the class of schedules which we think desirable.
A Bulk Synchronous Schedule
As shown in Fig. 4 , a bulk synchronous schedule is a schedule such that nocommunication phases and communication phases appear alternately (In a general case, no-communication phases and communication phases appear repeatedly). Informally, a no-communication phase is a set of task instances in a time interval such that the corresponding program executes computations only. A communication phase is a time interval such that the corresponding program executes communications only. A bulk synchronous schedule is similar to BSP (Bulk Synchronous Parallel) computation proposed by Valiant [20] in that local computations are separated from global communications. A no-communication phase corresponds to a super step of BSP computation. In the following, we first define a no-communication phase and a communication phase. Then, we define a bulk synchronous schedule using the definitions. Let S be a schedule of a task graph G = (V, E, λ, τ ) for a number p of available processors. We define the following notation: For S, t 1 , and t 2 with t 1 < t 2 ,
represents the set of all the triples such that both the starting times and the completion times are between t 1 and t 2 . A set S[t 1 , t 2 ] ⊆ S of triples is called a no-communication phase of S iff the following condition holds.
The condition C1 means that each processor needs no interprocessor communication between task instances in 
A set Comm(S, t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 ) of edges corresponds to the set of all the interprocessor communications between task instances in S[t 1 , t 2 ] and task instances in S[t 3 , t 4 ]. We define the following notation: For C ⊆ E,
Consider simultaneous sendings of all the results in C. The value τ suf f (C) represents the elapsed time on the model till all the results are available to any processor. So, the value τ suf f (Comm(S, t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 )) represents the minimum communication delay on the model between the consecutive no-communication phases.
We say S is a bulk synchronous schedule iff S can be partitioned into a sequence of no-communication phases
which satisfies the following condition C2. 11, 3) . So, the weight of the edge (11, 3) decides that τ suf f (Comm(S, 0, 3, 5, 9)) is two.
C2 For any
As shown in Fig. 5 , interprocessor communications are needed only in communication phases. So, the software overheads appear only in communication phases. The communication pattern in a communication phase is in general the all-to-all personalized communication [13] of packaged messages. Therefore, we roughly approximate time interval of each communication phase as single value τ inclusive of the software overhead. That is, we set the weight of each edge at τ . 
An Overview of BCSH
As shown in Fig. 6 , BCSH finds connected components, which can be computed in parallel, by scanning nodes level by level from exit nodes while growing node groups by duplicating nodes and merging node groups. BCSH intends to make no-communication phases as long as possible so as to reduce the number of communication phases. Let x be the number of exit nodes in a given task graph. We can always construct such x connected components by grouping each exit node and all its ancestors (full duplication). For example, four connected components {{1, 6, 9, 11, 12}, {2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14}, {3, 11}, {4, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13}} are such connected components for a task graph in Fig. 2 . By full duplication, some task graphs are made into schedules with small makespan, but others are made into schedules with large makespan because of too many duplicated tasks (See Fig. 7 ). For example, the makespan of the schedule based on the above four components for four available processors is 10. In contrast to this, the makespan of the schedule in Fig. 4 is nine. Hence, BCSH groups each exit node and all its ancestors such that their level is smaller than some level l, and BCSH iterates the same grouping process from level l + 1 regarding nodes at the level as just like exit nodes. BCSH determines such ls one by one while grouping node groups level by level from exit nodes and considering whether full duplication should be continued beyond level l + 1 or not. For example, Fig. 6 shows an example in the case that BCSH iterates from level five only. task weight : 1 edge weight : 2 P 1 P 2 P1 P 2 P1 P 2 P1 P 2
Fig. 7. Full duplication: a small makespan case and a large makespan case
In the following, We first define an independent group set in Section 7.2. Next, in Section 7.3, we show an independent group set scheduling algorithm which does not always use all the available processors with consideration to the appropriate number of processors. Then, we define balance of an independent group set in Section 7.4. Last, we show the proposed algorithm BCSH using the above notions.
A Node Group and an Independent Group Set
Let G ′ = (V ′ , E ′ , λ, τ ) be any connected component in a task graph G = (V, E, λ, τ ). We call V ′ a node group of G. Consider the node group cover as shown in Fig. 6 . Each node in V may belong to more than one node group , which corresponds to task duplication. Let C i and C j (C i = C j ) be node groups of G, respectively. We say C i immediately depends on C j iff there exists (u, v) ∈ E such that v ∈ C i and u ∈ C j and u ∈ C i . We say C i depends on C j iff one of the following conditions holds:
• C i immediately depends on C j .
• There exists a node group C k of G such that C i immediately depends on C k and C k depends on C j .
An independent group set (IS for short) is a set of node groups which do not depend on each other. Node groups in an IS can be regarded as coarser grained tasks which can be computed in parallel. Fig. 6 shows an example of node groups and ISs for the task graph in Fig. 2 . Note that T 6 is duplicated to construct a no-communication schedule. We use task duplication to remove interprocessor communication rather than to reduce makespan.
Scheduling an Independent Group Set
Let J be an IS of a task graph G. A node group in J is independent of any other node group in J. So node groups in J can be scheduled using Graham's Algorithm LDSH (List-Decreasing Scheduling Heuristic) [7] . LDSH always assigns a node group to the processor that has the minimum load at the moment. LDSH constructs a schedule with makespan at most ( ) times the optimal makespan. BCSH devises the number of used processors and uses LDSH as a subroutine to schedule an IS as follows.
Consider two schedules of J such that the numbers of used processors are different, but their makespans are equal. Their performance on the model are identical. However, on a parallel machine, there is a case where the corresponding program of the schedule with less processors has more opportunities to package messages than that of the other. This fact leads us to the idea that we should use less processors for each no-communication phase, if the makespan of a schedule is not prolonged. We call this idea processor saving. The following algorithm shows an IS scheduling algorithm based on this idea. In general, BCSH uses the different number of processors for each no-communication phase. Let C (J, resp.) be a node group (an IS, resp.). We write v∈C λ(v) as ω(C), which is the computation time of all the nodes in C on one processor. Let W (J) be C∈J w(C). Let w max (J) be max C∈J w(C). We write the maximum load assigned to a processor in the schedule of J generated by LDSH for p processors as M LDSH(J, p).
An Independent Group Set Scheduling Algorithm
Input:An IS J and a number p of available processors Output:A schedule of J for p processors begin 1. Let CL be the list of all the node groups in J ranked by the total weight of nodes in descendent order.
2.Let P be the minimum number of processors such that M LDSH(CL, P ) = min lb≤x≤p M LDSH(CL, x) where lb = min(p, ⌈W (CL)/w max (CL)⌉). 3. Schedule CL on P processors of p processors using Algorithm LDSH. end The number ⌈W (CL)/w max (CL)⌉ in Step 2 means the lower bound of the number of the used processors in the schedule such that a processor is assigned the largest node group only and the other processors are assigned less load than the processor. There is some possibility of decreasing the number of the used processors without prolonging makespan if lb < p.
Balance of an Independent Group Set
BCSH intends to generate load balanced no-communication phases. In this section, we define balance of an IS. BCSH makes a balanced IS into a balanced nocommunication phase. We regard an IS J as balanced iff the following condition holds :
where LM (J, p) is the makespan of the schedule of J for available number p of processors generated by the algorithm in Section 7.3, and τ max (G) is the maximum weight of all the edges in G. The condition means that BCSH tolerates imbalance up to τ max (G) from completely parallelized situation on p processors (i.e. the situation such that makespan is W (J)/p). The reason why BCSH adopts the condition is as follows. BCSH prefers insertion of a communication phase to making an imbalanced no-communication phase (See 7.5 for detail). Since the insertion would increase makespan by τ max (G), BCSH compares LM (J, p) with W (J)/p + τ max (G).
Algorithm BCSH
We write the maximum level of all the nodes in a task graph G = (V, E, λ, τ ) as l max (G). We write the set of all the nodes at level l (l to m, resp.) as V (l) (V (l..m), resp.).
Let l be the level of any node. The nodes at the same level do not depend on each other. Therefore, we can make an IS ∪ v∈V (l) {{v}} for V (l). Assume that we already made an IS LL for V (l..l+k−1) where k is a positive integer. Next, consider to make an IS for V (l..l + k). Let u be any node at the level (l + k). We write the set of all the successor nodes of v as Succ(v). For V (l..l + k − 1) ∪ {u}, we can make an IS (∪ C∈LL,C ∩Succ(u) =∅ {C ∪ {u}}) ∪ (∪ C∈LL,C ∩Succ(u)=∅ {C}) by duplicating the node u to add u into all the node groups which an immediate successor node of u belongs to (See Fig. 8 ). Redefine LL as an IS. If we repeat this duplication for each node in V (l + k), we can make an IS for V (l + k).
Then, BCSH tries to merge two node groups, which have common nodes, to reduce excessive task duplications. Such a merge can reduce duplicated tasks. However, it eliminates the parallelizm between merged node groups. BCSH decides whether two node groups is merged as follows. Let J be the IS which no merge is yet applied to. If the size of the merged node group is greater than LM (J, p), BCSH does not merge the two node groups since the merge prolongs the makespan in such a case. Otherwise, BCSH merges a node group C i and another node group C j in the hope that the merge does not prolong the makespan and reduces excessive duplications. It is important to avoid load imbalance introduced by an extremely large merged node group. Hence, BCSH selects node groups to be merged as follows. BCSH selects C i in ascendant order of w(C i ), then for each selected C i , BCSH selects C j in descendent order of w(C i ∩ C j ) so as to make the merged node group as small as possible. BCSH merges each node group with at most one other node group.
If the load balance among node groups in the IS for V (l..l + k) remains balanced until the level (l + k) reaches l max (G), BCSH settles the IS as a no-communication phase and finishes. If it becomes imbalanced, BCSH settles the IS for V (l..l + k − 1) as a no-communication phase and restarts the above processing from the level (l+k). Since a large node group is apt to have more predecessors than a small node group, a large one is apt to get larger and a small one is apt to remain small. That is, once an IS becomes imbalance, the IS at the next level is apt to become more and more imbalance. Therefore, BCSH restarts to make an IS from the last balanced level rather than continues to grow an imbalanced IS.
In summary, for given G and p, BCSH generates a bulk synchronous schedule S as follows. Algorithm BCSH Input:A task graph G = (V, E, λ, τ ) and a number p of available processors Output:A bulk synchronous schedule of G for p begin
Compute the level of each task in V , τ max (G), and l max (G); l := 1;
Reduce excessive duplications in L by merging two node groups in L; until L is imbalanced; L1:
Schedule L last balanced as a no-communication phase using the algorithm in Section 7.3, which also means a communication phase is inserted between level (l + k − 1) and level (l + k); l := l + k; end end Table 4 shows a scheduling trace of BCSH up to the schedule in Fig. 4 for the task graph in Fig. 2 and four available processors (See also Fig. 6 ). undef -DSH and ECPFD traverse a task graph from entry nodes to exit nodes so as to assign nodes to processors. In contrast, BCSH traverses a task graph from exit nodes to entry nodes so as to make no-communication phases. DSH and ECPFD utilize the idle slots effectively by identifying and redundantly allocating the critical nodes in order to reduce makespan. In constrast, BCSH first duplicates each node for all its parents and then reduces excessive duplications by merging node groups. (N log N + pN ) [7] . The number P can be computed after (p − lb + 1) times execution of LDSH but |J| node groups are sorted only once. Let N (J) be the number of repeatedly enumerated nodes in J (i.e.
The Time Complexity of BCSH
C∈J |C|). Since N (J) nodes are assigned to P processors, the time complexity of the IS scheduling algorithm is O(|J| log |J| + p 2 |J| + p · N (J)). The time complexity of BCSH is determined as follows. The levels of all the nodes and τ max (G) can be computed in O(|E|) time by the depth first search. BCSH scans a task graph level by level. BCSH proceeds to next level while the candidate L of a no-communication phase is balanced. BCSH backtracks only one level iff L becomes imbalanced. Therefore, BCSH scans each level at most twice.
The time complexity of L construction as a whole is O(|E|) since each task is duplicated only for all its parents.
Let p max (G) be max l |V (l)|. |L| is at most p max (G). So, the time complexity of the merge at level l is O(p max (G)(p max (G) log p max (G)+|V |)). Therefore, The time complexity of the merge as a whole is
|L last balanced | is at most p max (G). Since each task is duplicated only for all its parents, the number of repeatedly enumerated nodes in |L last balanced | is at most |E|. So, balance of L last balanced can be computed in O(p max (G) log p max (G) + p 2 p max (G)+p|E|). Hence, the time complexity of the balance decision is O(l max (G) (p max (G) log p max (G) + p 2 p max (G) + p|E|)) as a whole. Thus, the overall time
Experiments and Results
Parallel Machines Used in Our Experiments
We use Fujitsu AP1000 and NEC Cenju-3 in our experiments. AP1000 is a parallel machine with maximum 1024 SPARC processors (CPU clock 25MHz). Each processor has 16 MB local memory and a dedicated communication coprocessor. The performance of one processor is 15 MIPS and 8.33 MFLOPS. The network topology of AP1000 is two dimensional torus. The bandwidth of the network is 25 MB/s.
Cenju-3 is a parallel machine with maximum 256 VR4400 processors (CPU clock 75MHz). Each processor has 64 MB local memory and dedicated processornetwork interface hardware which executes communication instead of a processor. The performance of one processor is 150 MIPS and 50 MFLOPS. The network topology of Cenju-3 is multi stage network. The bandwidth of the network is 40 MB/s.
Generation of a Task Graph from a Sequential Program
We generate a task graph of a given C language program SC, whose node corresponds to one of the instances of an assignment statement in SC, in the following way. First, we insert the program codes to generate the execution trace with data dependencies into SC. We call the program with added codes ASC. Next, we run ASC on a sequential machine. ASC executes all the computations and dynamically, not statically, finds all the flow dependencies included in SC to generate the task graph G for SC. Thus, by automatic generation of a task graph from an ordinary sequential program, we can use large scale task graphs ( with hundreds of thousands of nodes to millions of nodes ) in our experiments. Table 1 shows the number of nodes in a task graph used in our experiments.
Each sequential program in our experiments has only a few assignment statements (not instances of those) which have roughly equal time complexity though it has hundreds of thousands of instances of assignment statements. Therefore, to simplify computations of weights of nodes, we set the weight of each node at the unit time which is the average execution time of all the instances of assign statements (See Table 5 ). We normalize the weight of each edge to the representation in the units.
As to BCSH , we set the weight of each edge at the communication delay to execute the all-to-all communication of one word since in the parallel program based on a schedule all communications are implemented by the all-to-all communication of packaged messages. Actual packaged messages in the generated parallel program have various lengths and are larger than one word, but it is difficult to estimate correct lengths before task scheduling. So we approximately regard the communication delay to the all-to-all communication of packaged messages as that of one generate the parallel program in C language using MPI library which runs according to the schedule. As to DSH, ECPFD, and BCSH without message packaging, we use pointto-point communication(MPI ISend() and MPI Recv()) to implement parallel programs. As to BCSH with message packaging, a communication phase is implemented by the all-to-all communication (MPI Alltoallv()).
Criteria of Task Scheduling Algorithms
We define two types of speedup ratios of a task scheduling algorithm A for a task graph G and a number p of available processors. Let M p (G) be makespan of the schedule generated by A for p processors. Let M * (G) be total weights of all the tasks in G. A makespan speedup ratio of A for p is defined to be
The value M * (G) means makespan of the trivial and optimal schedule of G for one processor. Therefore, the ratio S M (p) measures the speedup factor on the task scheduling model obtained by A when p processors are available. Let T p (G) be the execution time of the program generated by A for p processors. A practical speedup ratio of A for p is defined to be S P (p) = T 1 (G)/T p (G). The ratio S P (p) measures the speedup factor on a parallel machine obtained by A when p processors are available.
A Performance Gap without Message Packaging
DSH and ECPFD are list scheduling heuristic algorithms which assign some tasks repeatedly to several processors in order to reduce makespan. Schedules generated by DSH or ECPFD are not bulk synchronous style schedules. So, the weight of each edge of a task graph can not be set at the value that reflects message packaging in case of DSH and ECPFD. Fig. 1 shows both the makespan speedup ratios (annotated as 'makespan') and the practical speedup ratios (annotated as 'packaged' or 'not packaged') of BCSH and DSH (BCSH, DSH, and ECPFD a , resp.) in the case of LU decomposition (without pivot element selection, size 32) on AP1000 (Cenju-3, resp.). The gap between theory and practice is large as to DSH and ECPFD. In contrast to this, the gap is relatively small as to BCSH if packaged. Note that the parallel program a Our AP1000 was retired, so we cannot run ECPFD on AP1000. generated by DSH or ECPFD is much slower than the corresponding sequential program. If messages are not packaged, the gap between theory and practice is large as to BCSH. Message packaging is essential to get high performance.
The literature [1] reported that CPFD (not ECPFD) consistently outperforms DSH in their experimental study and that CPFD only slightly outperforms ECPFD when half number of processors required by CPFD are available. However, in Fig.  1 , the speedup ratios by ECPFD are lower than those by DSH. This is because the number of available processors is much less than the requirement of CPFD. In our experiment, CPFD requires just 500 processors for LU32 and generates a schedule with makespan speedup ratio 10.3. So, Fig. 1 is not against the literature [1] . Fig. 9 shows the makespan speedup ratios (annotated as 'schedule') and the practical speedup ratios (annotated as 'program') in case of LU decomposition (without pivot element selection, size 128), FFT (size 8192 (16384, resp.) ), and Jacobi's method to solve simultaneous simple equations (the iteration body only, size 512 (2048, resp.) ) on AP1000 (Cenju-3, resp.). The difference between the makespan speedup ratio and the practical speedup ratio of BCSH is relatively small, and BCSH generates schedules to be fast parallel programs on parallel machines. 
A Performance Gap of BCSH
Message packaging for DSH and ECPFD
Let c min (c max , resp.) be the smallest (largest, resp.) weight of all the edges. Let S be an arbitrary general schedule. Consider any c min long time interval I in S. From the condition R3 in Section 3, there exists no interprocessor communication such that both the sending time and the receiving time are in I. This observation gives the conversion method of any general schedule into a bulk synchronous schedule, as described below.
By partitioning S into c min long time intervals which become no-communication phases and setting up c max long communication phases between consecutive time intervals, we can generate a bulk synchronous schedule S ′ = { v, q, t+⌊t/c min ⌋(c min + c max ) | v, q, t ∈ S}. The makespan of S ′ is about (1 + c max /c min ) times makespan of S. In particular, if c max is equal to c min (c max = c min = τ in our experiments), then the makespan of S ′ is about twice makespan of S. Table 3 shows the practical speedup ratios of DSH and ECPFD in the case that interprocessor communications in the corresponding program are packaged by the above method and are implemented by the all-to-all communications. In this experiment, we set the weight of each edge at the same value as BCSH . The corresponding programs of DSH and ECPFD are very slow even if messages are packaged. This is because the average lengths of packaged messages in the corresponding programs in case of DSH and ECPFD are much shorter than those in case of BCSH (See the rightmost column of Table 3 ). Duplication ratio in Table 7 is the ratio of the sum of weights of all the task instances in the schedule to the sum of weights of all the tasks in the task graph. The schedule has no duplicated task in the case that the duplication ratio is one. Table 7 shows that BCSH generates a schedule with long no-communication phases and not too many duplicated tasks, which seems to be desirable. A long no-communication phase yields long packaged messages. In case of ECPFD for two processors, message packaging decelerates the corresponding program. This is because the overhead to package messages (i.e. copy to/from the buffer memory for constructing a packaged message) is larger than the gain of message packaging due to the short average length. In other cases, message packaging accelerates the corresponding program. 
Conclusion
We have showed that on a distributed memory parallel machine the software overhead in interprocessor communication causes a large gap between the makespan of a schedule and the execution time of the corresponding parallel program for a fine grained task graph. To remedy this problem, we have proposed message packaging in task scheduling and a bulk synchronous schedule which satisfies a sufficient condition of desirable properties in such task scheduling. Our algorithm generates a coarse grained schedule from a fine grained task graph. The results of our experiments on the machine showed that our algorithm reduces the gap much better than the existing task scheduling algorithm which has no consideration to the software overhead and that schedules generated by our algorithm are actually fast.
Future Work
The class of bulk synchronous schedules is no more than one of subclasses of the class of schedules which we think desirable in task scheduling for a distributed memory parallel machines. So, one of the future work is to develop a scheduling algorithm to generate a schedule in the more relaxed class of schedules.
